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360°
Specializing in all types of
Automotive Products

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS
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CAR WASH - A concentrated product that will leave your car clean and shiny. This
concentrated formula will not dull waxed surfaces, while lifting dirt and grime from the
surface of the car.
TIRE SHINE – A high content silicone formulated product, designed specifically to
provide a High Gloss Finish to any tire.
WHEEL WELL RESTORE – A product that is designed for the restoration and
brightening of the automobile wheel wells. It leaves a long lasting black shiny look.
ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER - A heavy-duty acid cleaner and brightener specially
formulated for fast removal of corrosion and oxidation from aluminum surfaces. It leaves
aluminum bright and clean. Ideal for use on aluminum trailer bodies, boats and most
other exterior aluminum surfaces.
DEGREASER - This product is a high solid, water soluble detergent / degreaser
formulated from synthetic detergents, wetting agents surfactants, emulsifiers, watermiscible organic solvents and rinse additives.
AIR FRESHENER - A product with a natural fragrance that eliminates bad odors, and
leaves a fresh scent in your home, office and particularly your car. Available in assorted
fragrances.
CARPET-C - A low-foaming steam extraction shampoo. Very fast drying time.
WINDOW CLEANER – Heavy Duty non-ammoniated glass and surface cleaner. Dries
quickly to leave surfaces sparkling clean and clear.

LAUNDRY DETERGENT
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LAUNDRY DETERGENT - Concentrated liquid laundry detergent containing anionic,
nonionic and cationic surfactants with optical brighteners. Contains no phosphates.

CAR CARE
PRODUCTS

PREMIERE

360°
Specializing in all types of
Cleaning and Automotive Products:

DEGREASER
CAR WASH
Is a concentrated product that will leave your car clean
and shiny.
This concentrated formula will not dull waxed surfaces,
while lifting dirt and grime from the surface of the car.

This product is a high solid, water soluble
detergent/degreaser formulated from synthetic
detergents, wetting agents surfactants, emulsifiers,
water-miscible organic solvents and rinses additives.

AIR FRESHENER
Is a product with a natural fragance that
eliminates bad odors and leaves a fresh
scent in your home, office and particularly

TIRE SHINE
Is a high content silicone formulated product, designed
specifically to provide a High Gloss finish to any tire.

CARPET-C
Is a fast acting synthetic rugs shampoo for all types of
carpets and rugs. It is highy concentrated for
maximum economy. CARPET-C requires no rinsing, as
it leaves no residue and dries in 1 hour or less, and is

WHEEL WELL RESTORE
Is a product that is designed for the restoration and
brightening of the automobile wheel well. Its leaves a
long lasting black shiny look.

ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER
Is a heavy-duty acid cleaner and brightener specialy
formulated from fast removal of corrosion and
oxidation from aluminum surface. It leaves aluminum
bright and clean. Ideal for use on aluminum trailer
bodies, boarts and most other exterior aluminum

WINDOW CLEANER
Will leave glass and windows sparkling clean without
any streaks or spotting when properly applied. This
product is also good on cleaning bugs on car

LAUNDRY DETERGENT
Is a type detergent exclusively made for today’s washing.
Contains optical brighteners, and multi-detergent content
assures maximum cleaning action for all washable fabrics.
This product works well in hot and cold water. Prolonged
life will be attained washing.

SIZES: 128 oz. (1 GL.) / 5 GL. Pails / 55 GL. Drums
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